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CPU-Fabric Integration
with the Intel® Omni-Path Architecture

Future Generations
Additional integration, improvements, and features

Next generation Intel® Xeon® Phi™ coprocessor
Future Intel® Xeon® processor
Intel® Xeon Phi™ processor 7200
Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600 v4
Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600 v3

KEY VALUE VECTORS
✓ Performance
✓ Density
✓ Cost
✓ Power
✓ Reliability

INTEGRATION

TIME

Intel® OPA HFI Card

Tighter Integration
Multi-chip Package Integration
## Intel® Omni-Path Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HFI Adapters</th>
<th>Edge Switches</th>
<th>Director Switches</th>
<th>Silicon</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Cables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single port</td>
<td>1U Form Factor</td>
<td>QSFP-based</td>
<td>OEM custom designs</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Third Party Vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x8 and x16</td>
<td>24 and 48 port</td>
<td></td>
<td>HFI and Switch ASICs</td>
<td>Host Software and Fabric Manager</td>
<td>Passive Copper Active Optical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x16 Adapter (100 Gb/s)</td>
<td>48-port Edge Switch</td>
<td>768-port Director Switch (20U chassis)</td>
<td>HFI silicon Up to 2 ports (50 GB/s total b/w)</td>
<td>Cables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x8 Adapter (58 Gb/s)</td>
<td>24-port Edge Switch</td>
<td>192-port Director Switch (7U chassis)</td>
<td>Switch silicon up to 48 ports (1200 GB/s total b/w)</td>
<td>Third Party Vendors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Description

| Traffic Flow Optimization | “Quality of Service“: Transmission of lower-priority packets can be paused so higher priority packets can be transmitted | Ensures high priority traffic is not delayed (Faster time to solution) |
| Packet Integrity Protection | * Allows for rapid and transparent recovery of transmission errors on an Intel® OPA link without additional latency | Much lower latency than Forward Error Correction (FEC) defined in the InfiniBand® specification<sup>1</sup> |
| Dynamic Lane Scaling | * Maintain link continuity in the event of a failure of one of more physical lanes (Operates with the remaining lanes) | Enables a workload to continue to completion. Note: InfiniBand will shut down the entire link in the event of a physical lane failure |

---

<sup>1</sup> Source: Intel internal information. Design win count based on OEM and HPC storage vendors who are planning to offer either Intel-branded or custom switch products, along with the total number of OEM platforms that are currently planned to support custom and/or standard Intel® OPA adapters. Design win count as of November 1, 2015 and subject to change without notice based on vendor product plans. Other names and brands may be claimed as property of others.
Interconnect at scale

High performance and efficient communications
- Low latency – low-overhead small messages
- High bandwidth – high-efficiency for large messages
- High message rate
- Handle small to big message for any IO or MPI

Scalability, reliability and resiliency
- Fault tolerant, redundant, Minimal memory footprint
- Consistent performance as communicating pair count grows
- Adaptive routing, Rich topology with congestion management
- Accessed through standards-based APIs
- Power consumption

Rich, application-oriented Native transports
- RDMA send/receive, read/write
- PGAS, True network atomics, Flexible non-blocking collectives

Message Sizes
More Efficient to send without additional setup and response time. Memory copy time is smaller than standard setup

Performance Requirements
- High Message Rate
- Highly Latency Sensitive
- Lower Bandwidth
- Medium Message Rate
- Latency Sensitive
- Medium Bandwidth
- Lower Message Rate
- Some Latency Sensitivity
- High Bandwidth

OFA Annual Workshop, 2017

OPA fabric performance management and monitoring
Todd Rimmer, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8TKC0Nqpc0

OPA fabric topologies and routing

MPI and storage traffic performance needs.
What to improve. Challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#node</th>
<th>48-port switch: #Chips</th>
<th>48-port switch: latency (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>2123</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Need to increase the current number of port:
- => will decrease number of switches / cluster
- => will decrease number of hop / comms
- => will decrease latency & power

- High port counts have major implications
  - New router μArchitectures
  - New network topologies
- Must balance cost/power/distance between electrical and optical
  - Electrical: Lowest power, very short distance and lower bandwidth
  - Optical: Much longer distance and higher bandwidth

**OPA High Message Rate:** < 200M messages/s per switch port.
**Low Latency:** Port-to-port latency: <110ns. Only 3 hops between any two nodes (330ns latency) for 1024-node.
## What to improve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OPA now</th>
<th>Mandatory for Exascale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transfer rate / lane</strong></td>
<td>25Gbps</td>
<td>25 Gbps min. More if possible (HDW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPI L4 / PGAS L4</strong></td>
<td>Performance Scaled Messaging (PSM)</td>
<td>+ MPI Offload + HW Atomic , Collectives (Hdw + Sfw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adaptive routing</strong></td>
<td>Coarse and Medium</td>
<td>+ Fine grained (Hdw + Sfw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switch latency</strong></td>
<td>110 ns</td>
<td>Decrease as “possible” (HDW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPI Message Rate (1 rank, N rank)</strong></td>
<td>(&lt; 4M , &lt; 200M)</td>
<td>Increase as “possible” (HDW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MPI Bandwidth (N rank, bidi, 1port)</strong></td>
<td>23.5-24.5 GB/s</td>
<td>Increase as “possible” (HDW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“possible” definition: All of them should lead to a significant improvement!
Process Technology Scaling Trends will lead to on-chip specialization

- we will be able to build more transistors than we can power simultaneously
- Architecture will become more specialized
- different algorithms will use different transistors to operate most efficiently
- transistors not in use will be shut off
- Interconnect will benefit from it too

Normalized Trends offered by Moore’s Law

=> Area budget Increasing faster than power budget

* Assumes 2X area and 1.4X power scaling per process node

Source: Intel

Process Technology Trends drive the need for Specialized HW Architecture (dim/dark Silicon)
Integrated Processor Network Offers Unique Optimizations

**Conventional**

- CPU
- NIC
- Router

**Integrated**

- CPU
- iNIC
- Router

**PCIExpress**
- 10 pJ/bit
- 64 GB/s/direction = 5W

**Custom Link**
- 3 pJ/bit
- 64 GB/s/direction = 1.7W

**Custom Link**
- 3 pJ/bit
- 256 GB/s/direction = 5.1W
Will the Current Programming Models Scale to Exascale?

Current models based on communications between sequential processes depend on check-pointing for resilience. Not easy to just say: “Rewrite all your programs in some new language!”

Resilience, Programmability, Scalability
Why co-design: The application point of view

- Best way to evaluate new core concept to address both multi-threaded / single threaded performance
- Unique approach to resource management on the die both for core and uncore (energy and performance)
- Addressing programmability including innovative approaches to scaling in MPI (+ something or not)
- All aspects of system design of intra and inter-die communication, optimized towards energy efficiency
- Extensive reliability/resilience design to minimize failure rates due to error rates from factors such as use of near threshold voltage operation combined with the error rates of O(100k) nodes in an Exascale system.
- Emulation/simulation to allow more extensive investigations from mini-apps to real applications

Co design maintains the link between Architects and Real End Users
Conclusions (1)

Today:
Impact of increasing number of cores

MPI only (before MPI3)
• Not enough memory to continue MPI only
• Communication becomes >> Compute

Omp only
• Scalability issues within the node
• And then at machine level (for several reasons)

Future (the day after tomorrow)

• MPI + OMP, or MPI +X
• or any Shared memory extension
• Many + and –
• Long discussion about “threads” or “processes”
• BUT the node get more cores, And the balance of (comm, io) versus compute has (still) to be addressed

Interconnection challenges (hdw & sfw), “cores”, programming models, HPC applications
⇒ Cannot be treated separately

⇒ We can do measurements today, but we have to model what’s going to happen to the apps
Scalability prediction: the key question

What is breaking scalability in my apps?
- Amdahl et al. is: serial + // + overhead parts
- Overhead is different for strong and weak scaling
- How to predict overhead increase? (statistical or analytical)
- Is the node level performance really impacting?
- Industry care about strong scaling for the coming 2y
  - (workloads constant, just wants to be faster)
  - After 3y, weak scaling matters.

Strong scaling.
Inflection point due to Communication or IO > Compute
And/or due to huge latency increases

Weak scaling.
Inflection point due to transfer total size > Total Interconnection BW
Full system prediction Overview

- Mpi traces
- Real workloads running on “#nodes” for a given cpu + a given interconnect

- Proto application needed, including MPI region & Compute region
- Both being simulated differently

- High level discriminant runs
- Need analytical model and or statistical to compute strong and weak scalability

Deal oriented

- Similar microU and nb of cores
- Projection using New interconnect (lat+bw)
- Real workloads
- Associated with compute extrapolation

Interconnect Simulator

- Need compute projection or interface with other simulator as Sniper
- Use future network Spec
- Any nb of cores
- Not the real workloads

“UQ”

- Could be any arch and any interconnect
- Uncertainties over all parameters of the model including Uncertainties quantification + sensitivity analysis
- Real app, real workload
Execution-Driven Performance Projections

- **Simulator Requirement**
  - Enable execution-driven of unmodified WL Binary over Next-Gen Cluster Arch Simulator
  - Enable **Functional + Timing** Simulation for Performance
  - Enable “What-If” Architectural Exploration

![Diagram showing scale-out host cluster with parallel and distributed workload, host switches, host network switch, and performance visualization.]
Execution-Driven Performance Projections

- **Simulator Requirement**
  - Enable execution-driven of unmodified WL Binary over Next-Gen Cluster Arch Simulator
  - Enable **Functional + Timing** Simulation for Performance
  - Enable “What-If” Architectural Exploration
Conclusions (2)

Hardware: We know what to improve and can model the gains
Many physical challenges to address to stay in the “Exa” power budget (20 pJ / FpOps)

Programming models. MPI, OMP, SHMEM, ...
Hardware – software “agreement”: following and contributing to Standards for portability
As for HDW, we need to go there all together (almost)

Then Co design projects remain the key to integrate industrial application needs into new designs
but we need Functional + Timing Simulator at system level for Architectural Exploration
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